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Measurements of ionic currents through nanopores partially blocked by DNA have emerged as a powerful method for character-

ization of the DNA nucleotide sequence. Although the effect of the nucleotide sequence on the nanopore blockade current has

been experimentally demonstrated, prediction and interpretation of such measurements remain a formidable challenge. Using

atomic resolution computational approaches, here we show how the sequence, molecular conformation, and pore geometry affect

the blockade ionic current in model solid-state nanopores. We demonstrate that the blockade current from a DNA molecule is

determined by the chemical identities and conformations of at least three consecutive nucleotides. We find the blockade currents

produced by the nucleotide triplets to vary considerably with their nucleotide sequence despite having nearly identical molecular

conformations. Encouragingly, we find blockade current differences as large as 25% for single-base substitutions in ultra small

(1.6 nm×1.1 nm cross section / 2 nm length) solid-state nanopores. Despite the complex dependence of the blockade current

on the sequence and conformation of the DNA triplets, we find that, under many conditions, the number of thymine bases is

positively correlated with the current, whereas the number of purine bases and the presence of both purine and pyrimidines in

the triplet are negatively correlated with the current. Based on these observations, we construct a simple theoretical model that

relates the ion current to the base content of a solid-state nanopore. Furthermore, we show that compact conformations of DNA

in narrow pores provide the greatest signal-to-noise ratio for single base detection, whereas reduction of the nanopore length only

increases the ionic current noise. Thus, the sequence dependence of nanopore blockade current can be theoretically rationalized,

although the predictions will likely need to be customized for each nanopore type.

Introduction

When an electric field is applied transverse to a membrane

containing a small pore filled with electrolyte solution, the

pore acts as a bottleneck to ion transport and, therefore, the ion

current through the system is determined by minuscule details

of pore and any object that happens to be within the pore1,2.

Nucleic acid molecules, being negatively charged, can also

be driven through the pore, albeit at a much slower rate than

monatomic ions3. For narrow pores similar in diameter to nu-

cleic acids, ions contributing to the total current must travel

very near the nucleic acid; therefore, the ion current can be

sensitive to atomic-level details of the nucleic acid3–5. How-

ever, identification of nucleic acid bases from measured such

ionic current blockade has proven to be not all that straightfor-

ward6.

A number of difficulties in distinguishing sequences from

ion current measurements have been overcome, or at least
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partially addressed7–9. Rational engineering of biological

nanopore10,11 and coupling to biological enzymes12,13 have

made sequencing of natural DNA polymers possible14,15. The

recognition capability of biological nanopores has been ex-

tended to enable detection of epigenetic modifications16–18,

DNA damage19,20 and RNA sequences21. Improvements in

nanopore fabrication technology22–24, reduction of noise25–29,

and the use of two-dimensional materials30–34 have made

DNA sequencing with solid-state nanopores feasible, and con-

siderably expanded the repertoire of physical measurements

that could be used for DNA sequence recognition35–42.

Despite such progress, there have been no substantial im-

provements in understanding the physical mechanisms that

give rise to the nucleotide sequence dependence of ion current

traces from nucleic acids43. For example, in α-hemolysin,

DNA homopolymers of purine bases have been observed to

give larger reductions in the ionic current than pyrimidine

bases5,44, while, in MspA, this relation is reversed45. The

current blockades from a DNA fragment in MspA were found

to be modulated by at least four nucleotides12,14, with the cur-

rent modulation amplitudes in no obvious relation to the cur-

rent amplitudes produced by DNA of uniform sequences45.

Similarly, several different rankings of blockade currents
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from DNA homopolymers have been reported for solid-state

nanopores29,46–48 These differences may arise from the dis-

tinct conformations that DNA adopts within the constriction

of different nanopores as well as the differences in ion distri-

butions due the charge and shape of the nanopore walls. Most

importantly, the sensitivity of ionic current blockades to the

nucleotide sequence of DNA in solid-state nanopores remains

to be determined, as well as the conditions that would be opti-

mal for sequence determination.

In this study, we use molecular dynamics (MD)49 and

Brownian dynamics (BD)50 simulations to elucidate the effect

of the nucleotide sequence of a DNA strand on the blockade

currents the strand produces in model solid-state nanopores.

Using the all-atom MD approach, we first characterize the in-

teractions of individual ions with DNA nucleotides by com-

puting three-dimensional potentials of mean force (3D PMF).

Obtained thereby atomically-precise maps of ion–DNA inter-

actions are then used in BD simulations to determine the in-

trinsic resolution of sequence-specific ionic current blockade,

the blockade currents produced by all possible combination of

nucleotide triples, the effect of DNA conformation and pore

geometry on discrimination of single-base substitutions. We

demonstrate that, despite a complex dependence of the block-

ade current on the nucleotide sequence of DNA, this depen-

dence can be rationalized using a simple theoretical model.

Results

Rather than focusing on a particular experimental system,

we chose to use for our study so-called phantom representa-

tions of nanopore systems51, which are mathematically de-

fined objects that mimic, in MD or BD simulations, cylindri-

cal nanopores with smooth corners. The featureless, atom-

ically smooth surfaces of phantom nanopores minimize the

effect surface interactions, allowing us to elucidate the gen-

eral features of blockade current dependence on the nucleotide

sequence. Although we have previously shown that the

nucleotide content of double-stranded DNA can affect the

nanopore ionic current33,52, here we focus our investigation

on ionic current blockades produced by single-stranded DNA,

which is the most common experimental target. The major-

ity of our simulations are carried out at 0.1 M concentra-

tion of KCl electrolyte, which is considerably smaller than

the concentration typically employed in a nanopore experi-

ment53. Our choice of ion concentration was motivated by

the anticipated use of biological enzymes to control the speed

of DNA translocation through solid-state nanopores54, which

requires ionic conditions close to physiological. Furthermore,

our computational method is both most accurate and compu-

tationally efficient at physiological ion concentrations33.

This study specifically focuses on ionic current blockades in

ultra-small solid-state nanopores, such as nanopores in 2D ma-

terials30–32,55 or thinned silicon nitride membranes46,56. The

setup of our simulations corresponds to an experimental sit-

uation where DNA translocation is arrested for the duration

of the ionic current measurement. Experimentally, such a sit-

uation is realized when the DNA translocation process has a

stepwise character, whereby prolonged arrests of DNA motion

alternate with rapid displacements of the molecule. Such step-

wise translocation can be realized with the help of a biological

enzyme12,13, electrostatic57,58 or optical42 fields or can occur

spontaneously, for example, in graphene nanopore systems59.

Ion–DNA nucleotide interactions

Conceptually, motion of an ion through a nanopore blocked

by DNA is best described by a drift-diffusion model, where

the diffusive component of the motion is governed by a 3D

map of ion diffusivity, while the deterministic component is

prescribed both by this map and a 3D potential of mean force

(PMF) map that specifies the interaction free energy of the

ion with the nanopore and DNA33. Within such a model, the

solvent effects are incorporated implicitly in both the 3D PMF

and diffusivity maps and, in the case of a multi-ion system,

through the effective ion–ion interactions.

We have previously shown that all-atom MD simulations

can be used to obtain the 3D PMF maps of nanopores blocked

by DNA nucleotides, the effective ion–ion PMFs and the lo-

cal diffusivity maps33. The key components of the nanopore

system’s 3D PMF map are the 3D PMF maps of individual

DNA nucleotides, which prescribe the ion–nucleotide interac-

tion free energy. Figure 1 illustrates the 3D PMF maps of iso-

lated adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and

5-methylcytosine (mC) nucleotides in water. In general, due

to the negative charge of DNA, K+ ions have a higher affin-

ity for the nucleotides and are more likely to approach them

than Cl− ions. This greater affinity is reflected in the dom-

inant contribution of the K+ ions to the blockade current in

both solid-state state60 and biological61,62 nanopore systems.

Furthermore, as K+ ions are more likely to come in close con-

tact with DNA than Cl− ions, the sequence dependence of the

blockade current is more likely to originate from the modula-

tion in the K+ component of the current. However, as each

nucleotide in a DNA strand carries the same overall charge

(−e, where e is the charge of a proton), the overall electrical

charge of the DNA nucleotides cannot by itself produce the

sequence dependence of the ionic current.

Steric exclusion is the most obvious physical effect that can

produce the sequence dependence of the ionic current. Deep

red in Figure 1 represents the high energy regions of the 3D

PMF maps inaccessible to both K+ and Cl− ions because of

steric interactions between the ions and the atoms of the nu-

cleotides. The bulky purines (A and G) have larger sterically

excluded regions than the smaller pyrimidines (T, C, and mC);
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nentially increase with the distance between the ion and DNA

surface, reaching a bulk value approximately 1 nm away from

the nearest DNA atom33. Our calculation, however, revealed

no substantial dependence of the ion mobility on the type of

DNA basepairs. Thus, we estimate the diffusivity considering

only the distance from the ion to the molecular surface of the

DNA, neglecting any explicit sequence dependence of the dif-

fusivity owing to the different physicochemical properties of

the bases.

Blockade currents produced by isolated nucleotides

We have previously used the 3D PMF maps of isolated nu-

cleotides, Figure 1, to predict the ionic current blockades

produced by the nucleotides when placed in a graphene

nanopore59. Although the all-atom MD method is capable of

predicting the sequence specificity of the ionic current block-

ades33,62,63,66, it comes with a great computational cost. The

atomic-resolution Brownian dynamics (ARBD) method33,67

can provide the same information as the all-atom MD method

at a fraction of the computational cost when certain assump-

tion about the system are met. First, to be able to resolve the

subtle differences in the atomic configurations of the DNA

nucleotides, the ARBD method requires atomically precise

3D PMF maps such as the ones shown in Figure 1. Second,

matching the ARBD and MD ionic currents requires, as in-

put parameters for the ARBD simulation, the ion diffusivity

values and their dependence on the distance from DNA and

the nanopore surface. Finally, the applications of the ARBD

method is presently limited to static conformations of DNA,

although it is theoretically possible to use ARBD to compute

ionic current values for a set of DNA conformations and pre-

dict the average ionic current knowing the statistical weight of

each conformation.

Using the ARBD method, we have determined the depen-

dence of the blockade current on the type and conformation of

isolated DNA nucleotides placed in a model nanopore59. Fig-

ure 2 shows the examples of the DNA conformations consid-

ered along with the corresponding values of the ionic current

blockades. When placed with their bases orthogonal to the di-

rection of the ionic current, Figure 2a, the currents for C and

mC nucleotides are higher than those of A and G nucleotides;

the lowest current is recorded for the T-nucleotide system, Fig-

ure 2b. Such an orientation also makes the current blockade

insensitive to the direction of the applied bias within the sta-

tistical accuracy of our ionic current determination. Orienting

the DNA bases along the nanopore axis, Figure 2c, consider-

ably increases the blockade current for all single nucleotide

systems, Figure 2d. Most importantly, the blockade currents

of the C, mC, A, and G systems become equal within the sta-

tistical error of the current determination, whereas the current

in the T-nucleotide system remains considerably lower than
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Fig. 2 Blockade current from isolated nucleotides. (a) Placement of

isolated nucleotides in a phantom nanopore system. The phantom

pore is represented by a 3D PMF map built to reproduce the

dimensions of a circular nanopore (2.4 nm in diameter) in a

three-layer graphene membrane. The pore is shown as a

semitransparent isosurface of its PMF map at 0.5 kBT ; the map’s

values are zero in bulk solution and change near the membrane

surface according to the 1D PMF of ion–graphene interaction

determined by all-atom MD59. In addition to the 3D PMF map of

the nanopore, each system contains a 3D PMF map of an isolated

nucleotide (not shown) geometrically transformed to match the

target nucleotide conformation (shown in all-atom representation).

For this target conformation, five systems were built containing the

3D PMF map of either an A, G, C, mC, or T nucleotide. In all five

systems, the phosphate and sugar groups of the nucleotides have the

same coordinates; the plane of each nucleotide’s base is aligned with

the midplane of the membrane. For clarity, only one system

(containing an A nucleotide) is shown. The final simulation system

also contains K+ and Cl− ions (not shown); solvent is modeled

implicitly. (b) ARBD simulation of ionic current blockades

produced by isolated nucleotides in a phantom nanopore. The

relative ionic current blockade (I/I0) for the A, G, C, mC, and T

nucleotide systems were obtained from the ARBD simulations of

the systems illustrated in panel a. The simulations were carried out

at 0.1 M bulk concentration of KCl and at ±200 mV transmembrane

biases. The color of the arrows in panel a indicates the direction of

the transmembrane bias. Multiple ∼80 ns-long ARBD simulations

were performed for each system, for an aggregate simulation time of

9 µs per system. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals, which

are about 1% of the corresponding mean current values. (c–f). Same

as in panel a (c, e) and panel b (d, f) but for two other target

conformations of the DNA bases. Adapted from Ref. 59.
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tion of the base’s plane. As expected, changes in the DNA

sequence away from the nanopore (|z|> 2 nm) had no signif-

icant effect on the blockade current, which remained indistin-

guishable from the value obtained for the poly(dA)18 strand,

Figure 3b. The largest effect of single nucleotide substitution

was observed for the base located 0.3 nm upstream from the

nanopore midplane (z = −0.3 nm): the blockade current was

reduced by 50 pA, ≈ 19% of the poly(dA)18 value. In contrast,

the same substitution introduced 0.3 nm downstream from the

nanopore midplane (at z = 0.3 nm) produced small yet sta-

tistically significant increase of the blockade current relative

to the poly(dA)18 baseline. The lack of symmetry in current

changes with regard to the placement of the substitutions may

seem surprising; however, it is likely a product of the large

asymmetry in the ion concentration in the nanpore system.

According to Figure 3c, the concentration of K+ is consid-

erably enhanced (in comparison to the bulk value) at the z < 0

(upstream) side of the membrane, whereas a smaller yet sta-

tistically significant enhancement of Cl− concentration is seen

for z > 0. Taking into account the identical conformations of

the G base substitution at both placements (at z = ±0.3 nm)

of the substitution within the poly(dA)18 strand, it becomes

apparent that the effect of a single nucleotide substitutions de-

pends not only on the nucleotide type or the microscopic con-

formation of the substitution but also on its position within the

nanopore.

Notably, bases located outside the physical limits of the

nanopore were found to significantly affect the blockade cur-

rent, for example, the G substitution at z = −0.92 nm, Fig-

ure 3b. The electric field lines followed by the ions converge

on a scale similar to the radius of the pore opening70. Thus,

the region in which the electric field is focused extends beyond

the pore openings into two hemispheres having radii approxi-

mately equal to that of the nanopore. In addition to the bases

confined to the nanopore, bases located within these two hemi-

spheres are likely to significantly modulate the ionic current.

Thus, the length of the DNA fragment probed by the ionic cur-

rent measurement is approximately 2a+L, where a is the ra-

dius of the pore and L is its length. The minimum diameter of a

nanopore that can accommodate a DNA strand without affect-

ing the DNA conformation is about 1.6 nm, which becomes

1.3 nm if the bases are forced against the backbone. Therefore,

even for a membrane consisting of a single atomic layer, the

minimum length of a DNA molecule that modulates the ion

current is about 2 nm, or 3–4 DNA nucleotides, which is con-

sistent with the results of our ARBD calculations presented

in Figure 3. Stochastic displacement of a DNA strand through

the nanopore constriction can further increase the number of

DNA nucleotides affecting the blockade current63.

Blockade current of three-nucleotide ssDNA fragments

As we have shown above, even for an ultra-small nanopore,

the blockade current is determined by at least three consecu-

tive DNA nucleotides. To systematically investigate the de-

pendence of the blockade current on the nucleotide sequence,

we next computed the blockade currents for all possible se-

quence substitutions in three-nucleotide DNA fragments. To

produce the 64 triplet variants, we used the base replacement

method33 that neither alters the conformation of the DNA

backbone nor the orientation of the base’s plane.

Figure 4a illustrates a typical conformation of a DNA triplet

used for our ARBD calculations of the blockade current.

Hereafter, we follow the 5′-to-3′ notation for DNA sequences,

omitting the DNA termini for brevity. Because the blockade

current depends on the direction of the electric field with re-

spect to the 5′-to-3′ direction and DNA backbone61, we used

the same set of 64 DNA triplet configurations to obtain two

sets of the blockade current data corresponding to parallel,

Figure 4b, and anti-parallel, Figure 4c, orientations of the ap-

plied electric field with respect to the 5′-to-3′ direction of the

DNA backbone. An entirely different set of 64 triplet sys-

tems was generated using a different microscopic conforma-

tion of the same DNA strand; the root-mean-square deviation

(RMSD) between the atomic coordinates of the two confor-

mations was 0.25 nm. The second set of DNA triplets was

used for the ARBD calculations under an electric field directed

along the 5′-to-3′ direction of the backbone, Figure 4d. Sup-

porting Information Tables S1, S2 and S3 provide the values

of the blockade currents.

Despite variations in the exact current values under differ-

ent conditions, there are several aspects of Figure 4b,c,d that

appear to be general. First, we note that the largest current,

by a substantial margin, is calculated for the sequence TTT in

all three cases. Likely owing to the small size of the T and C,

the highest 4–8 current values contain only these two bases.

On the other hand, the effect of C bases in concert with A and

G bases is somewhat enigmatic, as the lowest currents in Fig-

ure 4b,c and the second lowest current in Figure 4d are for

sequences containing one C base and two larger purine bases.

Given the statistical uncertainty in the current values, which

is represented in the plots by standard error of the mean and

varies from 0.3 to 0.5 pA, some of the triplets are not statis-

tically distinct. However, because DNA translocating through

a pore is read sequentially, it may, in practice, be possible to

identify the sequence with high confidence despite ambigu-

ity at a single stage of the translocation52. Even considering

individual blockade states, many subsets of sequences are mu-

tually distinguishable. Notably, the canonical homopolymers

yield unique currents for all systems considered here, and have

the consistent ascending order of AAA, GGG, CCC, TTT.

Overall, the range of blockade currents obtained from sim-
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ulations of DNA triplets in ultra-thin solid-state nanopores

appears to be quite similar to that experimentally measured

for the MspA nanopore14. The ordering of the ionic cur-

rent blockades, however, differ substantially between the two

systems, suggesting that different mechanisms producing the

sequence-dependent blockades are at play. In the case of

MspA, bulkier purine homopolymers were found to block the

current less than pyrimidines45, which, according to all-atom

MD simulations63, can be attributed to packing of DNA nu-

cleotides in the MspA constriction: purines are less likely to

fit in the MspA constriction while preserving the base stack-

ing pattern of ssDNA then pyrimidines. In contrast, all triplets

considered for our ARBD simulations maintained the same

base stacking pattern, Figure 4a. In comparison to the lim-

ited number of experimental studies that reported ionic current

blockades from DNA homopolymers in solid-state nanopores,

our calculations are in partial agreement with the data from

Drndic, Radenovic and Chen labs46–48 but disagree with the

blockade ranking reported by Kim and co-workers29. The

lack of consensus about the qualitative ranking of experimen-

tal current blockades may in fact indicate their high sensitivity

to the nanopore size and membrane material.

To test the effect of cytosine methylation on the blockade

current, we constructed 37 additional DNA triplet systems

were all C bases were replaced with their methylated vari-

ants and repeated our ARBD simulations. In biology, the 5′-

methylcytosine modifications occur at different sequence con-

texts in bacteria, plants, and vertebrates. Here, we do not

consider such realistic contexts and plot in Figure 4b,c the

blockade current for all mC-containing triplets alongside with

the values of unmethylated triplets, which facilitates direct

comparison of the two. Only in a few cases are the triplets

containing mC bases readily distinguishable from the corre-

sponding canonical triplets, notably, for the biologically im-

portant CpG steps, for example, CCG sequence in Figure 4b

and CGA and CCG sequences in Figure 4c. Interestingly,

the sequence with the most modifications, mCmCmC, has a

current that is not statistically distinct from CCC, with a dif-

ference of 0.3± 0.7 pA, while the other four homopolymers

differ by more than 4 pA from one another. Overall, substitu-

tion of a C base with an mC base was observed to increase the

blockade current, although the effect varied considerably from

triplet to triplet. Experimentally, single methylated cytosines

were found to block the nanopore ionic current considerably

more (by ∼20% of the cytosine level) than their canonical

variants upon binding to a cyclodextrin adapter of an alpha-

hemolysin pore68. In a CpG step, methylation of cytosine was

observed to substantially reduce the blockade current in alpha-

hemolysin16 but moderately increase it in MspA17,18, with the

current modulation values being dependent on the flanking se-

quence. In solid-state nanopores, methylation of cytosine was

found to have no measurable effect on the blockade current71,

although similar measurements performed for other epigenetic

markers revealed detectable changes71,72.

Simple scoring functions for prediction of blockade cur-

rents of DNA triplets

Given an arbitrary DNA sequence, can one predict the

nanopore blockade current? A brute-force MD simulation is,

in principle, capable of making such a prediction; however,

the timescale associated with the exploration of DNA’s con-

formational space63 and uncertainties associated with experi-

mental characterization of solid-state nanopore surfaces make

such prediction challenging. A much more feasible alternative

is development of a theoretical model that can describe, albeit

with a lower precision, the dependence of the blockade current

on the DNA sequence. Using our DNA triplets data, we show

below that, indeed, a simple theoretical model can account for

the sequence dependence of the simulated blockade currents.

To evaluate the performance of a theoretical model, we

compute a correlation coefficient between the blockade cur-

rents observed in our ARBD simulations, Figure 4, and com-

puted using the theoretical model, Table 1. A correlation co-

efficient close to 1 (or −1) indicates a strong correlation (or

anti-correlation) between the model and the data, whereas a

correlation coefficient of 0 indicates the lack of such correla-

tion.

First, we consider the number of each type of base in the

sequence, NA, NT, NG, and NC, each of which range from 0 to

3. For triplets of canonical bases, there are only 20 possible

combinations of base counts. Hence, a model based only on

counts of bases can produce no more than 20 unique current

values and cannot generate all the complexity seen in Figure 4

or account for the position of a single substitution with respect

to the direction of the applied bias, Figure 3. Nonetheless,

such a model can capture many of the general trends in the

simulated blockade currents.

As we inferred from Figure 4, the number of T bases, NT

is positively correlated with the blockade current magnitude.

Likewise, the number of A bases and the number G bases show

negative correlations, although somewhat weaker. The cor-

relation is especially weak for the number of G bases in the

simulations where applied electric field is anti-parallel to the

5′-to-3′ direction of the DNA backbone. C bases are observed

in sequences associated with some of the highest and lowest

currents and, hence, the number of C bases in a sequence is not

a good predictor of the blockade current. Beyond the counts

of individual bases, we consider other groupings in Table 1.

Notably, the number of purines, NA+NG, shows a stronger

negative correlation with the current than either of the indi-

vidual numbers alone. Because the number of pyrimidines,

NT+NC, represents the same grouping, it yields identical cor-

relation coefficients (with the sign reversed) and need not be
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Quantity Figure 4b Figure 4c Figure 4d

NA −0.40 −0.63 −0.43

NT 0.71 0.77 0.60

NG −0.51 −0.16 −0.46

NC 0.20 0.02 0.28

NA+NG −0.79 −0.69 −0.76

NA+NT 0.27 0.12 0.15

NA+NC −0.17 −0.52 −0.12

NT −NA −NG 0.84 0.82 0.77

Best linear fit 0.84 0.83 0.77

NT −NA −NG −d 0.90 0.87 0.82

Best nonlinear fit 0.92 0.89 0.89

Table 1 Correlation coefficients between the simulated current

blockades reported in the indicated figures and various theoretical

models. Here, NX refers to the number of X bases in the

three-nucleotide sequence; the variable d = 1 when the sequence

contains a mixture of purines (A, G) and pyrimidines (T, C); d = 0

otherwise. “Best linear fit” refers to the least-squares linear fit to the

simulated ionic current data using the number of A, T and G bases

as independent variables. “Best nonlinear fit” refers to the best

possible model depending only on NA, NT, NG, and NC.

considered. No other two-base grouping yields substantial, ro-

bust correlations. Furthermore, three-base groupings are equi-

lvalent to the individual-base results already shown. Given

the high currents seen for sequences containing only T and

C bases and the other correlations already discussed, we con-

struct the quantity NT −NA −NG, which ranges from −3 to 3.

This quantity yields a greater correlation with the current than

either the number of T bases or the number of purine bases. It

gives a correlation coefficient very similar to the linear least-

squares fit to the data, constructed as

L(NA,NT,NG) = aANA +aTNT +aGNG +b. (1)

In the above expression, we consider only the numbers of A, T

and G bases as independent variables because the number of C

bases can be expressed as the combination of the other three:

NC = 3−NA −NT −NG. Using all data from Figure 4b,c,d,

the least-squares fit yields aA = −5.59, aT = +4.44, aG =
−4.69, and b= 46.09; the correlation coefficients are provided

in Table 1.

With nonlinear relationships, it is possible to obtain even

better correlation. The linear combination NT −NA −NG fails

to capture a subtle trend in the data of Figure 4. NT−NA−NG

attains its lowest value (−3) for sequences consisting of only

of A or G bases; however, many of the lowest currents contain

two purines and a pyrimidine, often C. Therefore, we define

d, the “diversity”, as 0 if the sequence contains only purines

or only pyrimidines and +1 if it contains a mixture of the two.

The quantity NT −NA −NG −d captures several trends in the

data and shows a higher correlation than the best-fit linear

model. In fact, the correlation of this simple model with the

data is very close to that of the best nonlinear fit constructed

using NA, NT, NG, and NC as independent parameters.

We would like to stress that our simple theoretical model

is not expected to describe the ranking of ionic current block-

ades in any solid-state nanopore. To the contrary, differences

in the nanopore shape and surface chemistry are expected to

influence the ensemble of conformations realized by ssDNA

and hence the distribution of the blockade currents. We nev-

ertheless expect a simple theoretical model to describe the

blockade current distribution within a given class of solid-state

nanopores, as long as the current distributions from individual

nanopores within the class are statistically similar.

Effect of molecular conformation

Above, we computed the blockade currents produced by all

possible permutations of a three-nucleotide DNA fragment for

two similar conformations of the fragments, Figure 4b,d. Let

us now consider in greater detail the influence of the con-

formation on base discrimination. Figure 5a shows the five

conformations considered in this work. Owing to the re-

duced computational expense in calculating the free-energy

maps and relative ease of interpretation, the conformations la-

beled Y0, Y1, and Y3 have a one-nucleotide periodicity, while

conformation Y2 repeats every two nucleotides. Conforma-

tion X0, which is considerably more disordered, was repli-

cated only once to span the entire simulation cell (11.5 nm)

along the z axis in a periodic manner. As in our study of the

intrinsic resolution of the blockade current, Figure 3, we char-

acterize here the effect of the DNA conformation on the re-

solving capability of the blockade current by computing the

blockade currents produced by a single nucleotide substitution

(T in Figure 5b and G in Figure 5c) in a poly(dA) homopoly-

mer.

The DNA conformation is seen to considerably affect the

blockade current, which ranged from 77 to 130 pA for the

poly(dA) homopolymer, Figure 5b,c. As in the case of an

ultra-thin nanopore, Figure 3, single substitutions are seen to

considerably affect the blockade current when they are made

near or within the 2 nm-long pore. The T base substitution

near the entrance of the pore for K+ ions traveling in the di-

rection of the electric field (z < 0) yields an increase in current

for conformations Y2, Y3, and X0, whereas the same substi-

tution at the other end of the nanopore leads to a reduction

of the current for these same conformations, Figure 5b. This

trend seems to be inverted for conformation Y0, while little if

any significant change can be seen for conformation Y1. The

G-base substitution near the entrance of the pore (z < 0), pro-

duces a significant drop in the ion current for all conformations

except Y1, Figure 5c. The same substitution at the other end
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Fig. 6 Effect of pore geometry on DNA sequence differentiation. (a) Blockade currents of four DNA homopolymers in nine nanopores. The

four data points in each plot specify the blockade currents of A, C, G and T homopolymers obtained using the ARBD method at a 175 mV

bias and 0.1 M bulk concentration of KCl. The aggregate simulation time for each data point is 2 µs. The plots in each column are associated

with different pore cross sections, which are detailed at the top of the figure. Each row is associated with a different pore length (or,

equivalently, membrane thickness). All ARBD models featured the same conformations of the DNA strand, denoted as X0 in Figure 5. The

electric field was applied parallel to the 5′-to-3′ direction of the DNA backbone. (b) Blockade current of a poly(dA) homopolymer with the

base nearest the center of the nanopore remaining A, or substituted with a T, G, or C base. The layout of the figure is similar to that of panel a.

The data set for the 1.6 nm×1.1 nm cross section / 2.0 nm length nanopore partially duplicate the data shown in Figure 5.

The pore geometry does not appear to substantially alter

the general trends of the blockade current dependence on the

DNA sequence. First, for both global (Figure 6a) or local (Fig-

ure 6b) substitutions in any given pore geometry, the high-

est and lowest current values are dominated by T and G sub-

stitutions, respectively. For each pore, the G homopolymer

or G substitution yields the lowest current or a current value

statistically indistinguishable from the lowest current. Se-

quences containing T bases are consistently associated with

the highest currents, except for the single-base substitution in

the pore having a 1.1 nm×1.6 nm cross section and a 2.0 nm

length, where the greater C current is statistically significant.

The ranking of A and C bases is less consistent, with the A

homopolymer yielding currents less than those of the C ho-

mopolymer when the cross section remains small, but revers-

ing when the cross section is increased.

In summary, we find the most favorable signal-to-noise ra-

tios for the greatest pore length (2.0 nm) and the smallest pore

cross section (1.1 nm×1.6 nm) studied. The latter cross sec-

tion is near the minimum size that can accommodate single-

stranded DNA without introducing considerable distortions to

its structure. While increasing the pore length from 0.7 to

2.0 nm yields more favorable signal-to-noise ratios, increas-

ing it further would likely increase the number bases modulat-

ing the current and possibly making disambiguation of differ-

ent sequences more difficult. Please note that all nanopores

considered here could accommodate the same DNA strand

without steric clashes. Reducing the pore cross section below

1.6 nm×1.1 nm can alter the DNA conformations and thereby

substantially change the patten of blockade currents.

Conclusion

In the present work, we have presented simulations to de-

termine the origins of sequence-dependent ion current in

nanopores containing DNA. We expect that this work will be

useful in the design of future nanopore sequencing experi-

ments. We have determined that the ion current is a con-

volution of contributions from at least 3–4 nucleotides, with

a strong dependence on the configuration of the nucleotides

within the pore. We have identified a scoring function for

three-nucleotide subsequences that serves as a rough predictor

of the ion current through our model pores for different DNA

sequences but similar molecular conformations. It remains to

be seen how transferable this scoring function may be since,

in heterogeneous pores, such as proteins, the bases may inter-

act differently with the pore walls and, hence, adopt distinct

conformations depending on the sequence. The model pores
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used here may better represent more homogeneous pores such

as those in graphene. A pore with a 1.1 nm by 1.6 nm cross

section and a 2 nm length possessed the best ratio between the

sequence-dependent component of the ion current and the shot

noise compared with pores of larger cross sections and shorter

lengths.

The methods presented here might be extended to more

realistic pore models, representing, for instance, the electro-

static environment within a protein pore. The present work

has shown the importance of the DNA conformation in deter-

mining the sequence-dependent current. While we have con-

sidered only fixed DNA conformations, the conformation of

real DNA likely fluctuates substantially during the passage of

ions, and this may need to be taken into account. It will be

important to analyze the conformations of DNA in realistic

pores and identify any sequence-dependence in the propensity

for different conformations.

Methods

Molecular dynamics protocols

All simulations were performed with the program

NAMD 2.773. Atomic interactions were computed as

defined by the CHARMM27 force field for nucleic acids74,

including the TIP3P model and the Beglov and Roux param-

eters for K+ and Cl− ions75. The equations of motion were

integrated with 1, 2, and 4 fs timesteps for bonded, short-range

nonbonded, and long-range electrostatic interactions using a

multiple timestepping algorithm76. Electrostatic interactions

were calculated via the particle-mesh Ewald method77, while

van der Waals interactions were truncated with a smooth

0.7–0.8 nm cutoff. All covalent bonds, including those with

hydrogen atoms, were modeled by a harmonic potential

energy function.

Periodic boundary conditions were active in all three direc-

tions. Explicit water molecules and 100 mmol/L KCl were

added to the models of single-stranded DNA using VMD78,

assuring a water layer of at least 3 nm between images in

the lateral directions. The systems’ dimensions were 4.8×4.8

nm2 normal to and ∼11.5 nm along the z axis. A Langevin

thermostat with a damping constant of 0.2 ps−1 was used to

maintain the temperature at 295 K. Each system underwent

1 ns of equilibration at a pressure of 101 kPa maintained by

the Langevin piston method79. Afterward, the system volume

was chosen to be the average over the last 0.5 ns of the equi-

libration. All production simulations, including free-energy

calculations, were performed with this fixed volume. The

program VMD78 was used for analysis and visualization, in-

cluding the generation of the molecular renderings used in the

present work.

DNA conformations

The DNA conformations were extracted from all-atom molec-

ular dynamics simulations of poly(dA) molecules. Conforma-

tions X0 and X1 were extracted from a simulation of a 14-

nucleotide single-stranded DNA molecule. To approximate

a much longer molecule and permit tiling of the free-energy

map, the two ends of the molecule were bonded to each other

across the periodic boundary to yield a continuous molecule.

Conformations Y0, Y1, and, Y3 were extracted from a simula-

tion of a similarly periodic molecule consisting of a single nu-

cleotide, while conformation Y2 was taken from a simulation

of a two-nucleotide periodic molecule. The conformations in-

dicated here are illustrated in Figure 5.

Free-energy calculations

Calculation of the 3D PMF maps was performed as described

in our previous work33. The periodic nature of the DNA con-

formations allowed them to be replicated in a consistent man-

ner along the axis of the DNA. To reduce the effect of pe-

riodic boundary conditions, the single nucleotide conforma-

tions (Y0, Y1, Y3) were repeated four times along the axis of

the DNA and conformations Y2 and X0 were repeated twice.

Umbrella sampling windows80 were centered on the nodes of

a 3D close-packed lattice with a distance of 0.25 nm between

nodes. Nodes that were farther than 0.68 nm from any atom

of the target portion of the DNA were discarded as well as

those that were closer than 0.22 nm from any DNA atom. For

window w, a single K+ or Cl− ion was restrained by the bias

energy Uw = K|r−rw|
2, where K = 0.0938 kcal/(mol Å2) and

rw is the position of the lattice node. During the umbrella sam-

pling simulations, each atom of the DNA was restrained to its

initial position with a spring constant of 2.0 kcal/(mol Å2).

Conformations Y0, Y1, and Y3 required 262 windows for

each of the K+ and Cl− ions to sample one unique nucleotide,

while conformation Y2 used 395 for a two-nucleotide seg-

ment. Generating the free-energy maps for conformations X0

and X1 was the most costly, requiring 1477 windows to ob-

tain a map of a unique 14-nucleotide segment. Each umbrella

sampling simulation lasted 7–12 ns. The weighted histogram

analysis method80 was used to construct the complete three-

dimensional free-energy maps.

Ion current calculations

The ion currents were calculated by the atomic-resolution

Brownian dynamics method that we described in our previ-

ous work33. This method has the resolution and accuracy to

yield estimates of sequence-dependent current while being ef-

ficient enough to accrue milliseconds of simulated time in a

few days on commodity computers. A membrane occupying
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the xy plane and the phantom pore along the z axis were mod-

eled by a smoothly varying force representing a repulsive in-

teraction between the ions and the membrane material33. The

pores possessed elliptical cross sections that widened near the

opening. The DNA molecules were modeled by transform-

ing and duplicating the free-energy maps described above.

To produce varied sequences (the original conformations con-

sisted only of A bases), base substitutions were performed by

adding and subtracting 3D PMF maps of single nucleotides

as in Ref.33. The ion–ion interactions, steric exclusion by

the DNA and long-range electrostatic interactions between the

ions and DNA were handled as described in the same refer-

ence. The Brownian dynamics simulations were performed

with a 10 fs timestep. An electric field was applied along the z

axis to obtain the target transmembrane potential difference81.
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